Abstract: This article discusses the relationships between drawing and cognition starting from the concept of graphic intelligence, and going beyond the classic approach, widely deepened in the literature from the field of clinical neuropsychology, linked to a concept of drawing as tool for the evaluation of the cerebral connections functionalities in cases of particular disabilities. Instead, this article analyses the relationships between drawing and cognition focusing to learning processes. Therefore, drawing is considered not only as a product with which to interpret the psychological, bodily-kinesthetic and cognitive spheres of the individual, but also as a tool for stimulating the development of such spheres.
Drawing and Cognition
Research on the relationship between drawing and cognition have been largely developed in the field of clinical neuropsychology in order to rehabilitate patients affected by particular forms of neurological disabilities. Within these studies, drawing is generally considered as a tool through which to test the functionality of brain connections [1, 2] . For this reason, these studies generally focus on drawing as a process aimed to graphically reproduce what has been observed, and therefore through which to test the ability to command gestures in a conscious way. Accordingly, in literature the process of drawing is generally observed and described mainly in relation to the reproduction of what is perceived, with emphasis on the stratification of graphic signs corresponding to the various perceptive phases.
This literature considers Van Sommers's works [3, 4] to be the only studies that has really analyzed the relations between drawing and cognition this studies describe two different processes: the first linked to perception and the second linked to graphic production. The first model, linked to the process of perception, is finalized to the re-copying of a subject that is articulated, consistently with the Marr's model [5] , in three hierarchically structured passages: -a first phase in which the perceived image is represented through a synthetic two-dimensional description based on variations in intensity in which background and figure are not distinct; -a second phase in which the previous representation is enriched by information about surfaces and placed in a three-dimensional reference system centered on the observer through an estimation of distances and orientations; -a third phase in which, the information relating to the three-dimensionality of the structure of the object represented is completed.
The second model is about the graphic production. It consists of four phases. In the act of copying a perceived or a remembered subject, the draughtsman makes a series of choices or decisions (depiction decisions) relating to the characteristics of the drawing. They concern dimensions, orientations, level of detail, etc. Then, the drawing is divided into parts that determine the production strategy. In this regard, two different strategies can be identified: one of hierarchical type, respectful of one form of image organization, and the other independent from it. The identified parts are reproduced according to particular sequences depending on whether the subject is known or not. In the first case the sequence is defined as a routine program (routine planning), and in the second case it is defined as a contingent planning program, that implies a different approach to representation (problem solving). Finally, in performing the representation, there can be a series of constraints, both of economic and of instrumental nature (articulatory and economic constraints).
From a different point of view, the relationships between drawing and cognition can be analyzed in relation to the ability not to represent but to communicate. Indeed, the development of graphic skills is not different from that of the language skills. Through drawing it is possible to graphically communicate concepts using a particular graphic lexicon and particular syntactical rules that need to be acquired through experience and exercise. Without these, the system of graphic expression remains at a basic level exactly as it happens in subjects not exposed to verbal stimuli during their cognitive development [6] .
Therefore, drawing is an activity that produces graphic outputs from inputs of different types: visual, perceptive and mnemonic but also linguistic [7] . It must be understood as a system in which the ability to produce the graphic outputs is closely linked to the ability to provide inputs [8] . For this reason, graphic capabilities cannot be considered as separate from others [9] . Indeed, the graphic skills have to be considered as a system closely connected to various other skills as motor, imaginative, interpretative, narrative, mnemonic, perceptive, logical, critical and aesthetic skills. Improvements in one of these have an impact on the general capacity of drawing. Thus, the drawing is configured, to the pair of the writing, as a global skill [10] .
Drawing and Cognition in the Multiple Intelligence Theory
This concept of multiple and different but closely interlinked intellectual abilities is at the basis of the theory of multiple intelligence. In the book Frames of Mind. The theory of Multiple Intelligence, published in 1983, Howard Gardner-professor of Cognitive Science at the Harvard University-defines as intelligence the ability to solve problems or to create products appreciated in a cultural context [11] . According to his theory on multiple intelligences, intellective human competences are various, relatively autonomous and their nature and their articulation are not definable, because they tend to shape themselves and to combine among them in a variety of adaptive ways. Indeed, they form a continuum, rather than being distinct in a rigid and definite manner. Therefore, every type of intelligence, thought as isolated and autonomous, configure themselves as "fictions", or scientific constructs potentially useful to explore scientific issues. Using this explorative strategy, Gardner identifies seven main types of intelligence: the linguistic intelligence, the logical-mathematical intelligence, the musical intelligence, the spatial intelligence, the bodily-kinesthetic, the intrapersonal intelligence, and the interpersonal intelligence.
Starting from the previously described definition of intelligence, Gardner claim that many problems are not solvable through linguistic or logical-mathematical propositions, but-mainly in the fields of images and spatial objects-they need to be considered as problem of visual imagination. This ability is traditionally separated from those logic-mathematical and linguistic and it is often defined "the other intelligence". This is the spatial intelligence, based on non-verbal languages and opposed, but at the same time complementary, to the intelligences based on verbal languages.
The spatial intelligence has been defined by Howard Gardner as the composition of different skills connected among them. They work as a family and are able to support each other. The ability to recognize images of the same object, the ability to visually transform an object in an other or to recognize this transformation, as well as the skill to make a graphic representation of the spatial information belong to this family. Thus, the graphic skills would be part of the spatial intelligence and it would be also the basis of the ability to represent in two or three dimensions the real world by using symbolic codes, as in the case of geographic and topographic representations, diagrams, and geometric figures.
Consequently, the research of Gardner introduces an other form of intelligence that is responsible of the graphic expression of spatial concepts: this is the graphic intelligence [12] , or the skill to use the graphic abilities, and more in general the coordination of eyes, mind and hands-perception, cognition and representation-in order to solve problems and to make effective results for the generation of new knowledge.
Since the relations between drawing and thought have been already studied [3, [14] [15] , in the literature the concept of graphic intelligence has been prevalently studied only as part of other more complex forms of intelligence, as the spatial one just described, or only focusing on its single parts, as for example, The Thinking Hand by Juhani Pallasmaa [16] , the Graphic Thinking by Paul Laseau [17] , Thinking with a Pencil by Henning Nelms [18] , and The Mind's Eye by Eugene S. Ferguson [19] that deepen the three components of the integration among eye, mind, and hands.
Multiple Intelligence and Graphic Intelligence
In general, intelligence is defined as the ability to solve problems, or to create products that are appreciated within one or more cultural contexts [11] . It has been widely discussed and demonstrated that there are many human intellectual skills relatively autonomous that in the theory of multiple intelligences are called "human intelligences", the number of which is neither irrefutably fixed nor universally recognized. In fact, rather than being rigidly distinct and defined, the different kinds of intelligence form a continuum. Therefore, these intelligences are "fictions", namely scientific constructs potentially useful to illuminate scientific problems. Every human intellectual skill involves a set of problem-solving abilities that allow the individual to solve problems or difficulties in which he is undefeated and, if so, to create an effective product. Also, it involves the ability to find or create problems, in this way preparing the ground to the acquisition of new knowledge. Applying this definition to the graphic skills, it emerges that they can and should actually be considered an autonomous form of intelligence. So far, in the literature, such skills have been instead assimilated to other broader intellectual human abilities such as the spatial intelligence [19] and the visual intelligence [11] . Actually, they also are considered an amalgam of skills [12] , to the point that in this area of research the word visual often comes to be used as a synonym of spatial, because spatial humans intelligence is closely related to the observation of the environment. Therefore, in this continuum of human intelligences, we can identify, confine and define the graphic intelligence [11] , which is certainly in close relation with other forms of intelligence and particularly with the spatial and the visual one.
The spatial intelligence is based on the ability of individuals to perceive the world and to operate on the basis of such perceptions. According to Gardner, it includes skills very different from each other, as the ability to perceive visually, to represent graphically, and to create mental images through imagination. These are capacities related but distinct from each other and thus deserving of being analyzed independently. Howard Gardner writes that it is possible that these operations are independent from each other and that they can be developed or damaged separately. Nevertheless, like rhythm and melody cooperate with each other in music, the previously mentioned capacities typically occur together within the space. Actually, they operate as a family, and each skill may well enhance by the other. These spatial skills are used in various different fields. They are important for the orientation in different situations, from enclosed areas to oceans; relies on them the recognition of objects and scenes, both when they are in their original context and when it has changed. This form of intelligence is also used when working on graphical representations-two-dimensional or three-dimensional versions of scenes from the real world-as well as in connection with other symbols, such as in geographical or topographical maps, diagrams or geometric figures [20] .
However, in discussing the spatial development of intelligence in different evolutionary stages, since the Piaget studies [21] , Gardner recognizes how the different components of the amalgam of skills that he defines as spatial intelligence are developed independently. Indeed, children develop rapidly spatial understanding, but the representation of this knowledge involves an additional and different range of difficulties. The expression of this understanding through a symbolic code is more difficult. Therefore, another kind of intelligence seems to distinguish itself from the spatial one and to become useful and necessary to codify the understanding: the graphic intelligence, precisely.
The graphic intelligence can be defined as the ability to address and resolve problems through the coordination of eye, mind and hand-namely perception, thinking and representation-in the way in which we have seen Galileo observing, understanding and representing-not necessarily in this order-the lunar surface; developing that scientific imagination that Bruno Latour calls "thinking with the eyes and hands [22] , that is at the basis of the visualization process and of the making visible through graphic representation.
Thinking with eyes and hands, dealing with problematic situations proceeding through graphic experimentations [23] , is not only constitutive of design disciplines, but actually underlies the development of thought in a much broader disciplines and domains embracing the entire science and, as we shall see, beyond.
Ian Macfarlane Smith claims that, after that a person has achieved an adequate verbal expertise, his progress in science [11] is determined by his spatial ability. As Gardner writes, very developed spatial intelligence is an invaluable resource. In some activities this skill is essential: as the case of sculptors or mathematical topologists; but there are many other fields in which the only spatial intelligence might not be enough to produce competence [24] . Moreover, the graphic intelligence differ both from that spatial discussed by Gardner and from the visual one discussed by Robertson [25] and even before by Rudolf Arnheim [25] , according to whom the visual images are not only a useful aid to the thought, but even their primary source. The most important operations of thought rely directly on our perception of the world. On sight are based and are constituted our cognitive processes. A truly productive thinking in any area of cognition, Arnheim writes, takes place within the visual imagination. Enhancing the role of vision, he minimizes that of language. Only explicating by image processes or concepts, he argues, it is possible to think clearly about them. Consequently, the visual and spatial intelligence contribute significantly to scientific and artistic thinking [26] . Of the same opinion was Albert Einstein that, thinking in pictures, came to hypothesize his fundamental discoveries that, as he recognizes, are derived more from spatial thought that from a purely mathematical reasoning. As he explained, the words of the language, both written and spoken, do not seem to have any role in his mechanism of thought. The psychological entities that seem to serve as elements in thought are certain signs and images more or less clear which can be voluntarily reproduced or combined. The factors mentioned above are, in his case, of visual and of muscular type [27] . However, the ability to produce mental images may not be sufficient. There are situations in which reasoning by images allows to solve a problem or achieve a cognitive result otherwise unachievable. At this point comes into play the drawing, the most suitable tool for the transmission of this type of knowledge [27] and, therefore, that graphic intelligence able to translate mental images through drawn images.
Learning Graphics: Developing Graphic Intelligence
The exploration and the definition of the concept of graphic intelligence force us to focusing attention on drawing as cognitive process and as tool for thinking, so recalling the need to strengthen graphic education within the educational paths. In this way, the graphic education, the drawing teaching, the graphicacy regain their centrality and claim equal dignity as literacy, numeracy and oracy on which school tends to invest more.
Human beings seem to have an innate ability to graphically represent concepts and images, but the achievement of full competence requires that students have to be exposed to a rich graphic environment and has the motivation to acquire fluidity [28] . Peripheral skills often come much later in individual development, and can be learned outside of any critical period. In opposition, since drawing requires a limited period of time to be fully activated, this would suggest that it is essential to human cognition like other fundamental functions such as verbal or manual language systems. For these reason, drawing has to be considered a central rather than peripheral cognitive ability. Therefore, any complete understanding of the mind must incorporate this ability without treating it as an accessory or peripheral system linked only to aesthetic or expressionist intentions. Drawing rather serves as another way to convey concepts, and its study is embedded into the understanding of human communication, human cognition and human nature [29] .
The adequacy of the vocabulary of a language to discuss a particular topic can be significant of the importance of that topic in the culture to which the language belongs. In Italy, the concept of literacy is generally used, speaking of initiation of pre-school pupils to the communication languages, only in reference to the education of verbal languages, both in writing and in reading. Although in the other cultures the setting of the children training courses is in any case problematic, it is important to observe the richness of the vocabulary available to discuss these topics. The English language, for example, offers the possibility of differentiate literacy in at least four variants: literacy, oracy, numeracy and graphicacy, respectively referring to the education of the written and the spoken word languages, of the numbers, and finally of the graphic signs. They are often defined as "the four axes" [30] in the learning game; but when it comes time to discard one of them, the one you choose is always that of graphicacy, or the ability to communicate through visual messages such as images, maps, diagrams, graphics, symbols and drawings.
Analyzing the educative paths, it is possible to highlight how the verbal languages are more valorized than those non-verbal. Furthermore, in the field of those non-verbal, the perceptive aspects are preferred to those productive leading, in this way, to the weakening of the graphic intelligence. The education of the vision and of the perceptive skills is often considered as similar or alternative to the education of the graphic skills. Consequently, the first tends, for various reasons, to replace the second undermining the possibility to develop one of the most important cognitive tool, that is precisely the graphic thinking. However, learning the languages based on signs, both verbal and non-verbal, concerns not only the decoding processes of the signs perceived but also the complex process of coding of the same signs [31] . So, also the learning of images-based languages requires the development of the coding and decoding the visual information. Therefore, it makes sense to speak of graphic communications to refer to the coding of the message that will be then decoded through the perceptive processes usually associated with the expression of visual communication.
The higher education of teachers is mainly focused on the visual education rather than on the graphic education, with consequence on the methods they will use in the school classes during their entire career and on the education of generations of pupils and students. These teachers will not have adequate tools for stimulate not only the visual intelligence but also the graphic intelligence too [32] , thereby renouncing the use of these skills to develop and enhance learning. This is also the effect of the lack of adequate teaching and research spaces within the training courses for teachers who will be called to foster the development of these skills in tomorrow's schoolrooms [33] .
Learning graphics and developing the graphic intelligence it is important not only into the education curricula of specific careers, but also in the broader general education, reaffirming the role of graphic representation as communication language for the translation of imagination in images, and for the development of thought in the most different scientific and professional fields and in all the steps of the educative paths. Furthermore, it has been underlined the need to emphasize the autonomy of the graphic intelligence and at the same time the usefulness to strengthen its relations with others kinds of intelligence, so that it will be possible to recuperate the cognitive potential that has been lost, for the restriction of graphic skills to particular professional categories and to few education careers. Therefore, graphic languages have to move from the specialist conception in which they are today confined, towards a broader conception in which they work as tools for the expression, the communication, and the thought, not only in the fields of arts, of design and of technic, but also-among others-in those scientific and literary.
Graphic Learning: Using Graphic Intelligence
Over time, numerous prejudices have been stratified on the word drawing, which have greatly weakened its meaning and potential. Drawing is traditionally and generally considered an activity linked to a particular individual talent or specific professions. Its real potential as an instrument of knowledge, learning and thought is often ignored. Instead, as the neurosciences explain, drawing allows us to activate different ways of thinking and seeing. When you draw something, you look at it in a different way, focusing your attention on lines, shapes, relationships and details that generally elude to the eye. In our inattentive observation of reality, the brain is satisfied with recognizing what it sees, without deepening the observation, interpretation and understanding of what the eye perceives. Drawing changes the way you look, making active the act of seeing. Indeed, it is a fundamental way of seeing. Milton Glaser explains that when you draw an object, the mind intensely and profoundly concentrates and it is this high level of attention that allows you to grasp things and become fully aware of them [34, 35] .
In addition to empowering the ability to understand perceived reality, graphic intelligence improves other learning processes. Based on the learning by doing approach [36] and the traditional use of images as a learning strengthening [37, 38] , experiments have demonstrated how drawing can also be an effective memorizing and learning strategy. It has been shown that the drawing of the information to be stored allows achieving better results than other storage techniques because of its ability to enhance the verbal language with the non-verbal language of the images. Words drawn are better memorized than written words, giving rise to what is called the drawing effect, which fosters the elaboration of mental images associated with the represented object. The effectiveness of this strategy does not depend on the aesthetic quality of the graphic product; even very fast drawings, realized in a few seconds, allow the achievement of the objective. What counts is not the product but the cognitive process that the realization of that product has succeeded in triggering.
This memorization technique goes beyond the simple association of the image with texts typical of didactic illustration that solicits only visual and perceptive intelligence. By fostering the creation of mental images that can then be translated into graphic representation, drawing stimulates graphic intelligence activating the entire family of spatial intelligence, and adding it to the linguistic one traditionally used. Thus, the developed multi-channel cognitive process is clearly more powerful and intense, and it is precisely this intensity of the cognitive strain that allows a stronger rooting of the graphically reworked concepts. Moreover, since drawing implies the control of gesture and movement aimed at the production of representation, the drawing effect would also stimulate kinesthetic intelligence, further enhancing the cognitive process.
Conclusions
The most recent research in the field of cognitive sciences suggests the existence of important relationships between graphic representation and cognitive development that support the idea of a graphic intelligence independent from the other forms of intelligence that have been until now considered able to describe and contain this particular type of human intellectual competence. Graphical intelligence is the ability to use graphic skills and, more generally, the ability to integrate the use of eye, mind and hand to solve problems of various kinds and generate effective products aimed at creating, acquiring and communicating knowledge.
Therefore, the graphic intelligence should be considered equally important like the best-known linguistic and logical-mathematical intelligence on which the school today tends to focus more. It can complete and enrich the already investigated visual and spatial intelligence that, according to the literature produced so far on the subject, include and coordinate with the skills in the graphic field. Thinking about graphic skills as a form of intelligence obliges us to focus not only on the graphic product but also on the cognitive process that led to the representation of that product. This change of perspective, based on the cognitive potential of drawing, is able to suggest new approaches to didactics at all levels and in all fields of education. Consequently, learning graphics has to be considered preliminary to the graphic learning.
In the different phases of the cognitive development, the relations between drawing and cognition assume different forms. During childhood it is useful to learn graphic skills in order to enhance the different forms of intelligence that are closely interlinked. Furthermore, in the following school path graphic skills are useful to enhance the learning of different disciplines. Thus, the transversality of graphic skills emerges, less and less tied to the traditional concept of drawing as a figurative representation of reality and increasingly closer to the idea of drawing as an instrument of thought.
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